Description
By a common decision, these proposals were made by a general vote at the AMA
sessions and discussions in the chats of Free TON SMM subgovernance. To consolidate
the words, it is proposed to accept them during voting on the blockchain
Following suggestions:
1. The news articles reserved by SMM SG authors should be written and published
within 1-3 days in compliance with the deadline indicated in the content plan. The
deadline is set by the moderator of the plan after a discussion with the author of
the article.
2. The educational articles reserved by SMM SG authors should be written and
published within 10 days in compliance with the deadline indicated in the content
plan. The deadline is set by the moderator of the plan after a discussion with the
author of the article.
3. Deadlines for other types of articles are negotiated on an individual basis.
4. In case of violation of the rules for filling out the content plan (untimely updating
of the status of the article, not indicating tags and category of the article on the
blog), the payout for the given article is reduced by 10% for each missing
element.
5. When an article reserved by an author in the content plan is written and
published by another author, the reward for the article is received by the SMM SG
member to whom the article was originally assigned.
6. If the author does not respect the deadline for writing and publishing an article,
the right to write it passes to the author, who expresses his willingness to write it
as soon as possible.
7. The content published on the blog.freeton.org must be unique. Content from the
blog can be published on other sources 2 days later.
8. SMM SG members can only do proofreading and receive reward for it after
passing a qualification test.
9. The podcast transcription rate is equal to the meetup transcription rate. The rate
for translating a transcription into another language is calculated likewise.
10. The rate for writing news articles is 0,1 TON/word for articles in Russian and 0,2
TON/word for articles in English
11. The rate for writing educational articles is 0,3 TON/word for articles in Russian
and 0,4 TON/word for articles in English
12. The rate for making digests is 0,3 TON/word for digests in Russian and 0,3
TON/word for digests in English
13. The rate for making text interviews 0,3 TON/word for an interview in Russian and
0,2 TON/word for translating it to English
14. The rate for making an audio interview is 7 TON/minute

UPDATE (NEW TEXT):
15. The rate for proofreading is 0,04 TON/word for texts in Russian and 0,08
TON/word for texts in English
(OLD TEXT):
15. The rate for proofreading is 0,02 TON/word for texts in Russian and 0,05
TON/word for texts in English
END UPDATE
Remarks:
These rules are fixed and considered valid after the voting and adoption procedure.
Also, acceptance of this means acceptance of these conditions by all members of the
SMM subgovernance and those who took part in it. In case of violation of this proposal, a
separate proposal will be made on this case, decided by joint voting.
UPDATE (EXCLUDE):
Disclaimer:
Anyone can participate, but Free TON cannot distribute tokens to US citizens or US
entities.
END UPDATE

